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Preliminary implications of a study conducted by the University 
of J.1ontana Department of Speech Patholog y and Audiology and the 
U . S . Forest Service indicate that operator hearing might be jeopardized 
by snoHmobile noise . 
A study team under the direction o f Dr. f. obert B. Chaney, Jr., 
an associate professor of speech patholog y and audiolo g y at Uli , 
conducted four type s of noise tests on several dozen sno1·nnobiles and 
hearing tests on the snovnnobile operators near Lola Hot Sprinr;s, Hont . , 
30 miles south1·rest of Hissoula . Chaney 1·J"as assisted by Sara C . IIcClain, 
an instructor in speech pathology and audiolog y at Uli , and Fobin 
Harrison , an acoustical eng ineer for the U . S. Forest Service. 
The first test conducted was an evaluation of at- the-ear noise 
levels for the sno v~obile operator. 
"Levels up to 115 decibels on the 'A' scale were measured, roughly 
equivalent to standing three feet in front of the speakers of a rock 
band , " Dr . Chaney said . 
"This is certainly high enough to be potentially hazardous," he 
emphasized . 
Sno~~obile operators had their hearing tested before and after a 
typical day of snovnnobile riding . 
"In almost all cases , with as little as one- half-hour. exposure, 
the operator shovred a temporary loss in hearinG," Dr. Chaney said . 
"Althoug h this loss 1-·ras presumably recoverable, it does indicate 
a potential for permanent hearing loss is d efinitely present . " 
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Also measured v1ere maximum noise conditions at a distance of 50 
feet from a sno·Nmobile. The purpose of this measurement, Dr. Chaney 
said, vras to develop a screeninc; procedure whereby enforcement personnel 
could determine vrhether or not a snovJmo bile vras makinc; an excessive 
amount of noise. 
"Another equally important objective of this phase of the 
measurements was to determine 't'Thether sno1·rmobiles ·Nould create a 
noise problem incompatible v1ith other lanc1 uses," Dr. Chaney emphasized. 
"The data c;athered should be useful to snowmobile desic;ners and 
manufacturers in their effort to produce quieter snowmobiles." 
Dr. Chaney said a special instrument developec1 by a private 
company was used to determine the maximum noise the snm·rmobile operator 
is subjected to and the amount of time he spends at this maximum noise 
and lesser noise levels. He said results showed a sic;nificant percentage 
of the operator's time 1·ras spent in a potentially harmful noise 
environment. 
"Althouc;h the results are not yet conclusive, and certainly more 
research is needed, indications are that permanent hearinc; loss could 
result from extended sno1·mobile operation unless significant reductions 
are made in their noise levels," Dr. Chaney concluded . 
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